
CLASS 8th      
 _Date 09/08/20 
 
MATHS 
 
:MULTIPLICATION : 
A)  8a²b² × ( 5ab³ + 3a²b - 7ab ) 
B) 7x²y ( 3xz´ + 5xµ - 3y´ -2y¶z ) 
C) 3a²c ( - 2b³c² + a´c²b ) 
D) 5x³y¶z· ( 3z´xµy⁹ - 6y⁹x³z· +  3xyz ) 
E) 6ɡh´ ( 6ɡ¶h· + 10ɡ⁹h³ ) 
F) -6p²r²q´ ( 2rµp·q´ - 11q³p¶r³ + 2qµp³r² ) 
 
SCIENCE 
 
Watch the video uploaded on 09/08/20 and learn q/a of lesson 11 " force and pressure" for online test. 
 
HINDI 
 
Write down the question answers of Chapter 3 -'Milawat' (Hindi literature) in your fair notebook. Also write the Hard words and 
word meanings in the fair notebook. Do all the exercises in the book only. Learn all the above tasks too. (Provided in the WhatsApp 
group) 
 
English  
1. Read chapter 4 of language and do Ex's A & B in your book itself. 
 
2. a)  What do children get ready for at the beginning of the story? 
 
Ans. At the beginning of the story, Children get ready for a look at the sun. 
 
b)   How is life in the planet Venus described? 
 
Ans. The planet is covered with thick jungles and unruly weeds, perpetually caught in a cycle of growth and destruction. Humans 
live underground in a network of tunnels, eagerly awaiting the very brief summer. 
 
c) .Who is Margot? How is she different from the rest of the children? 
 
Ans. Margot is one of the students of a school in the planet Venus. Unlike most of the children, she has arrived from earth recently. 
 
d).What does Margot like the most - the sun or the rain? 
 
Ans. Margot likes the sun the most. 
 
e)   What was Margot waiting for? Why did William say that it was a joke? 
 
Ans.Margot was waiting for seeing the sun. Because the scientists had predicted that on that particular day the sun would shine for 
a short while. William did not want her to see the sun. He said that it was a joke. 
*Note- write down all the answers in homework note book and learn the answers 


